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EINE KRISE BEKOMMEN

How are we handling the many night shifts? Why do 
we never talk about mental health within our everyday 
university life? How do we want to work in the future? 
Which work ethics  are being conveyed by our teachers – 
and how can we defend ourselves? These were questions 
for which we – Destina, Jo, Kathar ina and Luisa studying 
Visual Communication at the UdK Berlin – reappropriated 
a space in our university sche dules: ‘Eine Krise Bekom-
men – Design und psychische Gesundheit’ was a three day 
seminar organised by and for students in the field of art 
and design, aiming to discuss their neoliberal and often 
toxic working environments.

Besides narratives of overworked and therefore successful 
de sig  ners that seemingly legitimatise our self exploitation, 
there are many institutional realities that we no longer want 
to accept. Curricula that are barely doable, project feed-
backs that are too personal or discriminating contents have, 
among many other things, become normality – well hidden 
beneath the image of a desirable university title. Contrary 
to this power imbalance we were seeking to open 
a safer space: a space where we could 
avoid the pressure of performing 
and instead creat a collective 
atmosphere – the Floating 
University was the perfect 
environment for that, 
because we were able to 
step back from fa-
miliar surroundings and instead 
create 

al-
ternative 
settings for 
resting, but also 
take walks through 
the water, get to know 
each other while sharing 
meals and especially respect 
the capaci ties of every individ-
ual whilst working together.

We spent the mornings 
online starting off with 
checking in with one 
another and seeing 
how everyone was 
doing; which 
was then fol- lowed 
by input from one of our 
guests: Lisa Baumgarten and Mara Recklies 
opened – among other things – a discussion 
pleading for less competi tive and more appreciative design 
teaching from a teaching perspective. Rebecca Stephany 
read from the new publication ‘Glossary of Undisciplined 
Design’ and gave us insights into her dealing with obe-
dient and clean design ideals. The student collective ‘In 
the Meantime’ from Hamburg started a similar initiative 
like ours at the HfbK asking for more vulnerability and 
solidarity between students. We received a package with 
‘vulnerable’ homemade fortune cookies, based on which 
we split into different groups, depending on which sen-
tence one had drawn: one group for instance had a personal 
exchange about moments when saying ‘No’ felt productive 
and a different group thought about how self-care could 

look like within our university settings. Martina 
Hügli introduced us to the very alarming survey 
‘wiegETHs’. It is an inquiry looking at the mental 

health state and wellbeing – also in 
relation to 

the pandemic – of the students at the 
ETH Zürich. With these insights 
in mind we then gathered 
in the afternoons 
at the Floa ting 
University, 
where we tried de-
veloping approach-
es on how to change 
these (university) 
structures: How 
can we stop tea chers 
from crossing bor-
ders? How can we make 
toxic working conditions 
visible? And especially, how 
can we encourage each other to 
listen to our bodies, recognise our 
capacities and develop healthier design en-
vironments?

Giving each other space and seeing what is needed, were 
things we had to learn right away, also if that meant adjust-
ing plans we had made for the seminar in advance: Instead 
of presenting finished projects at the end of the seminar, 
we met for a long brunch, where we shared our experiences 
and thoughts that had arisen since the previous meeting. ‘In 
the Meantime’ also invited us to write a personal letter to 
our first-semester-self, thinking about what useless ideals 
we could have left behind right away and what to take care 
of instead.

After the seminar many of us were encouraged to speak 
up about unjustifiable behaviour and pressure within the 
diffe rent fields of study. Students from the FH Potsdam, 
for instance, teamed up to criticise these realities in their 
institution and opened an autonomous student group 
like ours. Others tried reversing power imbalances at the 
UdK by handing out Zines with caricatures pointing out 
situations we experience with our professors on a daily 
basis. Hopefully they will recognise themselves in it! All 
of this would not have been possible without the help of 
our inspiring guests, the Floating Univer sity and the – also 
student organised – network ‘Interflugs’ who supported us 
financially, structurally as well as emotionally. <3

No matter how the ‘Krise’ will be handled in the future, it 
was empowering to see how meeting, working and interact-
ing with each other changes when being in pleasant settings 
and solidarity. We are excited, that there are already 
student-initiatives connecting throughout Germany and can 
not wait to put an end to exploitative, discriminating and 
toxic (university) structures.
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MEMECLASSWORLDWIDE
[1] memeclassworldwide is an autonomous, instruc-
tion-free and parasitic class within the Muthesius Academy 
of Fine Arts and Design, Kiel. Since 2019 organize semi
nars, exhibitions, workshops, and research retreats in 
which educational institutions regarding Internet as a 
reference space are the focus of the discussion. Through 
these topics are discussed post-digital phenomena in 
their impact in aesthetic, social and political and 
how it embraces teaching, artistic and exhibition 
practices.

[2]  »Why it is important to start your own class« 
by Ramona Kortka, Mateusz Dworczyk and Juan Blanco 
(Transcript of the ’memeclassworldwide video tutorial 
documentation’ shown in Galeria Santa Fe, Bogotá). 
In work and education settings, excitement is viewed as po-
tentially disruptive. An atmosphere of seriousness is con-
sidered an essential ingredient for a successful work and 
learning process. To enter predefined structures of institu-
tions – such as study programmes and classes in universi-
ties – and to have the will to share the desire to encourage 
excitement goes beyond the institutional framework. 
Moreover, most of us learn and work in conservative and 
traditional surroundings, where a hierarchy of speaking 
and listening is created:  A single authority becomes an 
unstoppable audiobook of monologues and instructions. 
In our opinion, a self-critical teacher or superior should 
rather take on the role of a guide: leading the conversation, 
lending a helping hand and ready to learn at the same time. 
Rather than being satisfied with a given and well-known 
process, we should be more aware that the authority’s 
presence is no more important than that of everybody 
else.  
How we live and shape our relationships in institu-
tions is somehow deeply performative. This act of 
performativity is an important aspect of our work 
because it offers space for change, invention and 
spontaneous shifts 
that can lead to structural changes. Embracing this 
phenomenon and the chance that lies therein, we are 
compelled to engage the audiences and to consider issues 
of reciprocity. Don’t get us wrong: people are not perform-
ers in the traditional sense of the word, and our work is not 
meant to be a spectacle. It is, however, meant to serve as a 
catalyst that calls on everyone with an invitation to be more 
engaged and more active within one’s environment. 
Whenever you feel interested in something, whenever 
you want to learn a new skill or change things: don’t be 
shy – create your class, institute, or conversation group 
within the given structures. Do not look for an authority 
to teach or lead you, and don’t let a passion be assigned 
to you. Be your own teacher or supervisor, and make your 
friends teach you things you didn’t know. It will boost your 
confidence, your knowledge, and your awareness about the 
structures you got into.

[3]  Expert of Art & Education, Classroom August 202
by Bernhard Garnicnig. This piece first appeared on  
artandeducation.net on 18.8.2021.
»[...] We find manifestations of this mutating and the 
endless mutability of digitally manifested information in 
this selection of material used in memeclassworldwide 
seminars and produced by memeclassworldwide itself. The 
series presents a journey through the ways in which art 
students access discourses on politics and aesthetics today 
and can lead us to think about the new roles that the art 
school as an institution and as a place must adopt for new 
generations of students and artists. These artists-in-train-
ing will continue to navigate multidimensional streams of 
content and networks of communities in self-directed paths 
through a new landscape in which there is no longer a 
discernible mainstream, but only ever weirder niches. This 
work unfolds in a world in which elections are decided by 
meme-based online activism and psychographic digital 

campaigning, and in which hyper-referential visual 
languages interweave archaic image formats 
with machine learning. [...] The question that 

memeclassworldwide seeks to propose 
is not whether the institution 

missed out on adapting to the 
internet, but what art acad-
emies are becoming in the 
ongoing post-digital transfor-
mation: Is art school a place 
for in-depth disciplinary train-

ing, protected from the blur 
of postmodernist socio-infor-
matic juxtapositions, or rather a 
distinct, intentional social space 
where bodies-with-knowledge 
meet, share, and care? For 
now, we invite you to enact 
memeclassworldwide into ex-

istence, whenever and wherever 
you are. «
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The Floating has its own climate and is 
characterized by the dynamics of rainwater and 
largely due to the establishment of spontaneous 
plants. 
The Tree-Ring is a ring-shaped wasteland. It 
brings a demarcation from the cultivated nature 
in the neighborhood and at the same time is the 
transition to uncultivated nature.

The garden colony “Am Flughafen” and the entire 
overgrown surroundings represent a refugium of 
a special kind. The diversity of birds, insects and 
small vertebrates is very remarkable. A detailed 
list of the different species follows.

Amphibians

Tree frog, Jumping frog, Grass frog

Dragonflies

Horseshoe damselfly, Brown mosaic damselfly, 

Large damselfly, Emerald damselfly

Birds
Barn swallow (few), house martin, crested lark, 
meadow pipit, wagtail, wren (several pairs), 
hedge sparrow, robin (several pairs), nightingale 
(several pairs), black flycatcher, house redstart, 
redstart (several pairs), Juniper Thrush (winter 
only), Blackbird and Song Thrush, Blackcap 
(breeding bird in garden), Clapper Warbler, 
Chiffchaff (several pairs), Great Tit, Blue Tit, Coal 
Tit (several pairs), Long-tailed Tit (several pairs), 
Great Tit (several pairs), Penduline Tit (several 
pairs), Nuthatch, Treecreeper, Oriole (once) Raven 
Crow, Hooded Crow, Magpie, Jay, Starling (very 
many), House Sparrow, Tree Sparrow, Chaffinch, 
Brambling (only in winter) Greenfinch, Goldfinch 
(several pairs), Hawfinch (8 to 10

 pairs), Bullfinch, Grey Heron, Whooper Swan 
(guests), Mallard (guests), Lapwing (guests), 
Buzzard, Goshawk, Sparrowhawk, Hawk, Kestrel, 

MAP
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KLEINE HUMBOLDT 
GALLERIE

For Martina Löw, sociologist and urban theorist, the emer-
gence of space is always a social phenomenon, a process 
linked to social developments. Space is constituted as 
a synthesis of social goods, people, and places – man-
ifested in our way of perceiving and remembering our 
surroundings. This synthesis is complemented by spac-
ing – through placing [for example, building, measuring, 
and constructing], we create different relations to other 
people and places. According to Löw, this constitution of 
space is part of our everyday routines and actions; spatial 
structures are thus inherent to social structures. Thoughts 
on the spaces surrounding us imply, therefore, always a 
reflection on ourselves and the structures we’re moving 
within, structures that we’re determining with our actions 
and decisions, therefore inevitably political. Focusing in 
that context primarily on the urban spaces surrounding us, 
the question of space, particularly housing and the longing 
for open space, becomes all the more urgent. In the face of 
the capitalocene, the question of space takes on a complex 
meaning and is in a permanent state of flux. In times of ur-
banization, of constant growth of urban spaces, green areas 
seem to not only become even more charged with meaning, 
with a certain feeling of longing but are also becoming 
indispensable for urban ecology – as green lungs, they 
counteract the immense air-, light-, and general environ-
mental pollution that cities in the context of capitalism are 
facing – and causing. They’re forming invisible sound walls 
and compensation areas that keep our inner-urban ecosys-
tems from collapsing. Green areas in the urban context do 
not only include parks, alleys, and green stripes but also 
communal garden spaces and allotment gardens, of which 
the latter are of particular interest to us – returning to this 

thought in a few lines.
In researching what would become our project in the 
context of Floating University’s open call FREE RAD-
ICALS, we started with some reading sessions on 
curatorial practice and the Anthropocene. Sitting 
on the colorful chairs somewhere on the vast 
grounds of the Floating University, sur-
rounded by this incredible atmosphere 
that is loaded with summer, with other 
group’s creative murmur, the quiet 
buzzing of insects inhabiting the 
area, we got curious – wondering 
about its unique location, secluded 
and a bit hidden but nonetheless 
welcoming and permeable in 
its structure, open to everyone 
eager to learn, to explore, to 
reflect.
In this [still ongoing] mo-
ment of wonder, we started 
to explore the space and its 
surroundings, the allotment 
gardens of Kolonie am 
Flughafen, our heads full of 
thoughts and questions: What 
does neighborhood mean in 
the context of 
common ground and conflict? 
How is the allotment garden as 
such woven into the structures 
of urban ecology, politics, and 
the social? What about privileges? 

ALLOTMENT
The allotment space seems to be a relict from a time 
when urban development and the question of property were 
thought differently .  Originating in the supply shortage 
after the second World War ,  the idea was to give people 
a part of land where they were obliged to grow crops 
for themselves and the community .  Today ,  the original 
intention has mostly vanished ,  while the partition into 
small gardens remains .  Looking from above ,  property ar-
ticulates itself in the individual design ,  the plants 
and the garden arbor of every single parcel .  But in times 
of housing shortage and ever decreasing free spaces , 
the garden has become a privilege to many of the res-
idents as well as to the immediate neighborhood .  Prop-
erty in such ways comes into question nowadays as the 
possibility to access affordable living space slowly 
disappears .  In direct contrast to the allotment garden 
and situated in its center ,  the Floating University is 
another concept of handling and rethinking property . 
With this contrast in mind ,  we want to learn more about 
the notions of property the different residents have , 
how new and old ideas of property merge and how nature 
and property are connected ,  each conditioning the other . 

search never takes place in a single library or the studio of 
a genius. It emerges in a complex network of exchanges of 
knowledge. This is why curatorial research entails a partic-
ular form of collectivity.«
Over July and August, we’ve been working on a curatorial 
concept at the intersection of field research and curation: 
After getting to know the executive board behind the 
Kolonie am Flughafen-area, we got the chance to meet 
various garden owners and could gain insight into both 
– their stories and garden allotments. Equipped with an 
analog camera, a microphone, and heads full of curious 
questions, we could document these stories, the pecu-
liarities of each garden, and the area itself. We imagine 
these research processes in the context of an exhibition –  
through making use of the Floating University’s incredible 
architecture with its wooden and metal constructions, its 
permeable and open structures, and the communal site of 
the Kolonie am Flughafen itself. Through the production 
of exhibition texts, photographic prints, audio stations, 
and hopefully even a short film, we’d like to transport the 
specific atmosphere of the allotment garden as a reflection 
and examination of our multi-spatial research – for there 
is no space existing in a vacuum. We are delighted to have 
had the chance to immerse ourselves in such good conver-
sations and would like to thank all members of Kolonie am 
Flughafen as well as the Floating University for enabling 
the contact to the garden and having supported us from the 
first moment on. Thank you!

To everyone interested in our FREE RADICALS contri-
bution: Come join us in this process of raising questions, 
of taking a closer look around, of reflecting on topics such 
as space, community, and our city’s ecological footprint – 
more information regarding our exhibition coming soon!

What about 
community? Has the meaning of prop-

erty and ownership changed over the 
past years since the foundation of 

the garden area? How are leisure 
and work interwoven?

Countless questions are com-
ing up when thinking about 
these particular spaces 
– what role do we as 
temporary observers take 
on? How can we use 
our perspective as an 
external, student-based 
collective to examine 
these and other ques-
tions?
Coming from a cu-
ratorial background, 
we’d like to reflect 
on this very context 
while trying to rethink 
curatorial practice as 
something detached 
from single authorship 
and academic, elitist 
structures. Instead, we 

want to make use of what 
we know – and even more 

– what we don’t know yet – 
to open up the space that we 

have for shared stories, collec-
tive knowledge production, and 

reflections on our practice. As Je 
Yun Moon writes in the anthology 

Institution as Praxis – New Curatorial 
Directions for Collaborative Research 

[Sternberg Press, 2020]: »Curatorial re-

Founded in 1978 by artists and employees of the 
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin ,  Kleine Hum-
boldt Galerie is a student-run curatorial 
collective ,  realising up to three exhibi-
tions each year .  While the team and the 
exhibition spaces are always changing ,  the 
aim stays the same :  to exhibit new ,  con-
temporary artistic positions from Berlin 
and beyond .  Ever since the pandemic ,  we ’ re 
increasingly changing our perspective on 
conventional exhibtion practice and are 
moving on to other formats such as the 
book as a kind of exhibition space itself . 
Through FREIE RADIKALE we are discovering 
other forms of curating ,  as the environment 
is a completely different one :  a fluid space 
for learning and processing the political , 
historical and social dimensions of the 
area surrounding the Floating University . 

“  I don ’ t know everyone here ,  but if I ’ d 
meet someone in the allotment hallway ,  I 
would always say hello .  And with those I do 
know ,  I ’ d pause for a moment and chat a bit . 
I feel like I belong to a community here . ” 
Where and how do people meet in allotment gar-
dens? Within our project ,  we like to ask about 
different ways of encounter – the particular-
ities compared to the behavior in the public 
urban space .  While our research on site ,  al-
lotment garden tenants told us about greet-
ings from garden fence ,  to garden fence ,  about 
sharing fruit and vegetables among neigh-
bors and about eating bread rolls together 
at member-meetings .  Beyond the unwritten so-
cial rules ,  we ’ ve also talked with the gar-
den ’ s tenants about the established rules of 
conduct of the federal allotment garden law .

M ACRO/MICRO
Michel Foucault coined the term heterotopia in his talk 
Andere Räume from the year 1967 .  In contrast to utopias , 
heterotopias are real spaces that are embedded in society 
but do not correspond to its norms .  Instead ,  heterotopias 
are microcosms that constantly  redefine society ,  sink into 
it and ,  again ,  re-create it - dynamically ,  not statically .
Even if ,  occasionally ,  time stands still in the al-
lotment gardens ,  the interaction between society and 
garden paradise is particularly interesting to us : 
How do gentrification processes around Südstern and 
the picking of tomatoes relate to each other? How can 
the construction plans for the space of Tempelhofer 
Feld and “standing-by-the-fence ”-conversations influ-
ence each other? We see the allotment garden Kolo-
nie am Flughafen as a heterotopia .  The allotment gar-
den can isolate itself from bustling Berlin ,  yet it 
is inevitably connected to its urban surroundings .

C O M MUNITY

ABOUT
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The pandemic has further emphasised the ongoing crisis of 
the commons - a valuable right that has been under threat 
for some time from the forces of capitalist urbanization. 

Offering alternatives to the public spaces we have been 
deprived of already before the pandemic, David Harvey 
brings to light the important role of education, alongside 
health and social 

care, 
as the few readily 
available public goods that still 
allow people to exercise their right to the 
commons. “Public education becomes a common 
when social forces appropriate, protect, and enhance it for 
mutual benefit.” He continues to state that “as neoliberal 
politics diminishes the financing of public goods, so it 
diminishes the available common, forcing social groups 
to find other ways to support that common (education, for 
example).”

Despite this, our fundamental right to education has 
diminished. The commercial rhetoric in universities across 
the Global North has transformed higher education into 
a commodity where “every student is a customer, every 
professor is an entrepreneur, and every institution is seen 
as a seeker of profit”, and there is no better example to 
demonstrate this than through studying Architecture. 

But how has the pandemic affected this perception of a 

course of studies that requires students to spend on average 
1000 Euros annually on printing and models alone? 
With reduced access to institutions’ facilities, even the 
wealthy have struggled to justify such an expensive road 
to becoming an architect. This has offered an opportunity 
to rethink the notion of the commons as a truly accessible 
pedagogical space. 

“What could we learn if we look beyond the institution 
allowing the City to become our University?”

Harvey 
goes on to explain 
that if public goods become a “mere vehicle for private 
accumulation... and if the state withdraws from their 
provision” it is up to populations “to self-organise to 
provide their own commons.” 

By shifting attention from institutionalised forms of 
teaching, there is the opportunity to focus instead on 
open-ended forms of learning that emphasise process over 
product. 

Testing this radical pedagogy, the cross-border group Panta 
Rhei Collaborative will be running a workshop as part of 
the Floating University 2021 Free Radicals Programme 
from Friday 1st October to Sunday 3rd October. 

The workshop will use Berlin as its laboratory, through 
several walking tours exploring sites of collective self-
governance, in three districts: Wedding/GesundbrunnenWedding/Gesundbrunnen,
SchSchööneberg neberg and NeukNeukööllnlln. We will be exploring localised 
initiatives and radical typologies as precedents for new 
learning environments. 

To uncover what combined action can achieve, away from 
economic pressures and the focus on growth, the workshop 
will observe 

these spaces 
through three key lenses: 

MethodologyMethodology - where the modes of 
production become more important 

than the production itself; 
TypologyTypology - looking beyond known 

trajectories for architectural development and 
towards collective appropriation; 

AnthropologyAnthropology - working under the premise of 
social, demographic and cultural intersectionality in 

order to seek for representational research.

1. Saskia Trebing: “Das Jahr der öffentlichen Enttäuschung”,  

monopol magazin (17/03/2021) [Accessed 26/07/20

2. Tahj Rosmarin: “Public spaces bind cities together. What 

happens when coronavirus forces us apart?”, The Conversation 

(25/03/2020) [Accessed 26/07/2021] 

3. Mathias von Lieben: “Wie die Corona-Pandemie unsere 

Städte verändert”, Deutschlandfunk (18/07/2021) [Accessed 

25/07/2021]

4. David Harvey: Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the 

Urban Revolution, Verso, London 2012, p73.

5. David Kirk: Shakespeare, Einstein,and the Bottom Line: The 

Marketing of Higher Education, Harvard, 2004

6. Ella Jessel: “Student Survey: “Only the rich need apply to 

study architecture”, Architect’s Journal (25/07/2018) [Accessed 

23/05/2021]
7. Harvey, Rebel Cities, p87.

Panta Rhei Collaborative is a newly fledged, pro-European 

collaborative that works across borders. It seeks to bring together 

various creative practices, methodologies and ideologies to co-

operate on interdisciplinary design projects of social, political 

and cultural relevance. By bridging theory and practice through a 

discursive approach to analysing culture and the city, it considers 

architecture as more than just a physical dimension. 

The 

aphorism 

Panta Rhei 

roughly translates to ‘everything 

flows’. This transience and state of 

constant change is one that accurately describes 

the current social, political and cultural flux in which we find 

ourselves. Panta Rhei Collaborative looks to employ a critical 

rethinking of the way in which we consider our environment, and 

reformulate what the role of our profession is in response to these 

ever-changing dynamics.

The group was born after having met studying together at the 

Accademia di Mendrisio in Switzerland, with a desire to question 

the role of the architectural profession within the current social 

sphere. The founding members have past and present experience 

working for offices in Basel, London, Berlin, Munich, Rotterdam 

and Zurich.

PANTA RHEI 
COLLABORATIVE

Images:

Left (Furthest): Route Maps planned for the Workshop

Left (Nearest): “Digital Valley Berlin”, PRC 2021

Right (Nearest): Construction site by SIGNA during Covid-19, 
Schönhauser Allee, PRC 2021

Right (Furthest): Kulturforum Berlin, 2019, PRC 2019
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PARALLAX LAB

PARALLAX is an initiative that explores the intersection 
of art and science. In dialogue with others, people with 
artistic, scientific and technical backgrounds can 
work on autonomous and group projects. 
Workshops, hands-on work, and open 
discussions combine multiple 
disciplines in innovative ways, 
to break down the barriers 
that seem to separate these 
distinct fields. Natural sci-
entific phenomena, social 
and philosophical issues, 
technical expertise and 
aesthetics are combined 
in experimental ways to 
challenge the standardized 
science formats. PARALLAX 
thus stands for a community that 
exchanges skills, shares resources, and 
connects differences.
Consisting of an ever-changing group of students and 
graduates, PARALLAX participants engage in weekly 
meetings over the course of a school semester, during 
which projects are presented, feedback is given, and critical 
dialogue about a variety of topics is encouraged. 

As PARALLAX, we are interested in the multitude of life 
forms that inhabit the space of Floating. Whether in plants 
and frogs or rain and mud, there possibly are many cycles 
taking place simultaneously, which affect the environment 
significantly and nonetheless remain unnoticed to the urban 
bypasser. Parallel runs the city, ruled by other kinds of cy-
cles and priorities, while responding to social and econom-
ic demands. By learning about the life forms inhabiting the 
area and the cycles they follow and create, we would like to 
bring attention to other life forms in our surroundings from 
which we can learn different ways of relating, surviving 
and taking care. This has been happening in the form of 
walks, talks and exercises around the site. We have been 
experimenting with Arduino microcontrollers and sensor 
modules as a medium to tune into the environment (soil 
humidity, water level, distance detector, fire detector - in-
frared light). Since the beginning of the pandemic, we had 
to adapt, moving our group meetings online, so meeting at 

floating gave us the opportunity to reconnect in person 
and materialise our processes.
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GOOD QUESTION #1
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ARBEITSRAUM (working title)

The Arbeitsraum (2020) is an initiative for collaborative 
practice, a space for exchange and the examination of new 
formats for a design and art practice that is more process 
than product oriented. The working title Arbeitsraum 
(Working Space) refers to the conceptual approach of the 
project, which shifts between multiple disciplines and 
between different locations. The project creates a space for 
confronting and connecting these different disciplines. 

We are setting the story of our visionary network for col-
lective practice, knowledge transfer, and the emergence of 
a multidisciplinary network to challenge the routines and 
habits of our practices. In the Free Radicals program, the 
group will hold its physical debut in the fall of 2021, leav-
ing the boundaries of digital space for the first time. The 
results of the encounter will be transported from Berlin to 
Kiel – we show a project with an open chronology and 
yet unpredictable results. And just as the project 
connects us, we also want to think of it 
as a space that opens up discur-
sive spaces and encour-
ages participatory 
actions.

Der Arbeitsraum (2020) ist eine Initiative für gemein-
schaftliches Arbeiten, ein Ort des Austauschs und für 
die Erprobung neuer Formate, für eine mehr prozess- als 
produktorientierte gestalterische Praxis. Der vorläufige 
Titel benennt dabei die konzeptuelle Ausrichtung des 
Projektes, welches sich zwischen Disziplinen und verschie-
denen Standorten bewegt, und einen Raum schafft, diese 
miteinander zu konfrontieren und zu verbinden. 

Wir schreiben die Geschichte unseres visionären Netzw-
erks für kollektives Schaffen, Wissenstransfer und die 
Entstehung von einem transdisziplinären Verbund, um die 
Routinen und Gewohnheiten unserer Praktiken herauszu-
fordern. Im Free-Radicals-Programm der Floating univer-
sity in Berlin hält der Arbeitsraum im Herbst 2021 sein 
physisches Debut und verlässt damit erstmals die Grenzen 
des digitalen Raumes. 
Die Ergebnisse des Zusammentreffens werden von Berlin 
nach Kiel transportiert. Wir zeigen ein Projekt mit offener 
Chronologie und noch unvorhersehbaren Resultaten. Und 
so wie uns der Arbeitsraum miteinander verbindet, möcht-
en wir ihn zugleich auch als einen Begegnungsort denken, 
der diskursive Räume öffnet und zu partizipa-
tiv Handeln ermuntert.

With – Jakob Braune, Joscha 
Brüning, Neele Marie Denker,
André Finster, Stina Frenz, Jonas 
Fischer, Soffia Heese, Miriam 
Hartung, Johan Meister, Benjamin 
Unterluggauer, Thies Wanker
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TAVOLO NORMALE

>>Trouble is an interesting word. It derives from a thir-
teenth-century French verb meaning “to stir up,” “to make 
cloudy,” “to disturb.” We—all of us on Terra—live in dis-
turbing times, mixed-up times, troubling and turbid times. 
The task is to become capable, with each other in all of our 
bumptious kinds, of response.<<1

(RE)CONNECTING AND BEING PRESENT
In times where our physical spaces of learning were lost 
due to the pandemic and therefore fewer communication 
possibilities existed, we came together last year as an inde-
pendent and open collective of architecture students to fos-
ter (un)productive conversation, sensitivities and exchange 
between us. Knowing each other from years of working 
together at UDK, we are used to discussing and thinking 
together, to handle problems in a collective way and to 
support each other naturally. The issues and questions we 
all have on our minds are matters that concern each of us: 
be it fights for climate justice, for self-administered free 
spaces or against all kinds of structural discrimination – all 
of these questions culminate in our wish for living together 
in a sustainable, inclusive and diverse society. 

A CURIOUS AND INTUITIVE PRACTISE
The motivations that we all share encourage us to take part 

in exchange and foster sensibil-
ities towards the making of the commons 

within a neoliberal and capitalistic city through discussing, 
organizing, being unproductive, ‚staying with the trouble‘ 
as well as initiating changes of perspectives. Having the 
privilege of meeting together at Floating University gives 
us the chance to work, discuss and to come together in a 
regular manner, much like a „Stammtisch“, but of course 
open for everyone who is interested. Within these meet-
ings, we are able to connect, have an aperitivo and at the 
same time share some thoughts and ideas. We are very 
much interested in auditory production, as we share some 
experiences in recording and broadcasting. With this for-
mat, we hope to get in touch and have discussions (possibly 
with different guests) which we will record for documenta-
tion and output whilst dining/drinking together around an 
open table. Whether those talks will start already at float-
ing university or will develop later, is still an open process. 

TAVOLONORMALE GOES VENICE!
A first kickoff for our conversation rounds took place at the 
17th Venice Architecture Biennale 2021 this August – it 
seemed important for us to look closer at the architecture 
exhibition that probably receives the greatest attention 
within Europe. Many conversations were inspired and 
prompted by the exhibitions after we more or less spon-
taneously decided to spend a week together in Venice 
studying the answers and outcomes that different partici-
pants gave to Hashim Sarkis’ question, ‘How will we live 
together?’ . Due to the outbreak of the global pandemic, 
the Biennale was postponed for one year –  a year that con-

fronted 
us with extreme 

challenges which disclosed the dif-
ferences between more and less privileged 

groups within society in a harsh and unjust way. Nev-
ertheless, the question remained the same for 2021.
During the pandemic  ‘How will we continue to live after 
the pandemic?’, was one of the most frequently asked 
questions. A lot of people also understood the pandemic 
as a chance to finally urge political changes towards our 
globalized economy, the climate crisis and social and 
structural injustice. It seemed as though the pandemic not 
only brought negative impacts but also held the potential 
to change ways of lifestyle towards a more resilient, caring 
and co-existing society. At the same time – and the pan-
demic is not over yet – we’re already talking about ‘going 
back to normal’, and bringing back the economy to where it 
was before in order to continue ‘normally’ with life. What’s 
left of the apparent changing patterns and winds of change 
that everybody was about to sense?

UTOPIAS AND MANTRAS   
The biennale confronted us with a very wide and generic 
question, that obviously addresses everyone of us, not only 
architectural and urban planners. By asking for holistic 
approaches, interdisciplinary thinking and visions, you 
will most likely get a very wide range of answers with high 
ambitions – utopias? We believe that we need to extend 
these questions in order to move forward: How will we 
live together and how do we get there? When does a utopia 
become a mantra that loses its ambition and potential to 
thrive? Isn’t it a little late to only talk about visions?
In our conversations, we were particularly interested in the 
overall structure of the biennale itself, the participation as 
well as the representation of the nations, working condi-
tions and diversity within the exhibition. Certain exhibits 
also caught our attention, pavilions that dealt with complex 

issues, somehow related to architecture and urban planning, 
but mostly seeking the bigger picture within a wide range 
of disciplines and questions. We are planning to bring our 
recordings back to floating university in order to extend the 
discussions evolving from the Biennale and to keep up the 
dialogue, all of which is still in an ongoing process. 

>>Staying with the trouble does not require such a rela-
tionship to times called the future. In fact, staying with 
the trouble requires learning to be truly present, not as a 
vanishing pivot between awful or edenic pasts and apoca-
lyptic or salvific futures, but as mortal critters entwined in 
myriad unfinished configurations of places, times, matters, 
meanings.<<

1 Donna Haraway: „Staying with the trouble“. Durham and 
London, 2016.
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TRANSCULTURAL MENSA 
COLLECTIVE (TMC)

We are the Transcultural Mensa Collective (TMC): Fabienne Margue, Laura Leal, Bernardita Bennett, Jonathan Joosten, Sisu 
Satrawaha, Pati Sayuri and Nađa Kračunović. Coming from different countries (Chile, Germany, Luxemburg, Serbia, Thailand, 
Colombia, Brazil) we carry the ability to look at issues from various perspectives. Through sound, photography, textiles, 
agriculture, moving images, installation, performance, dance and food, we interconnect our practices  and translate them into 
actions in the public space. 

We are seeking to develop new artistic strategies in order to have an impact on society. We see art as a tool to address 
today’s most urgent issues, making them visible for the outside world and finding ways to deal with them. 
In a more democratic way, we intend to reflect on our relations to the world and to propose alternative 
ways of gathering, creating bonds with each other and with the space - providing an open and 
safe environment for exchanges. We aim to find ways to go beyond the institution 
and engage with the public sphere. O u r artistic practice allows 
us to exchange, dialogue and negotiate 
with everyday life and c o m m u n i t y , 
questioning boundaries and norms.

We embody a collective of diversity seeking togetherness between humans but also with nature. We feel the urgency to work on the topic of 
experimental living forms and systems. 
At Floating University we want to learn from each other and all those who might enter this flow of transculturality, seen as social webs 
connecting visions about the future, or how we would like it to be.

We will explore the concept of Mensa, take it out of its standardized forms and institutions. We see the Mensa as a social space, the node in 
a workday. The encounters with other humans, thoughts and food have the potential to transform. Are we organizing the next 

strike? Are we telling our secrets? Do we taste what season it is? 
Transcultural Mensa will be a laboratory for thoughts and space for creativity which is made to transform us 

instead of just performing our duties. We are there and everywhere, ghost of the Mensa utopia. The 
feared curse within the mensa ritual and time-honoured institutions. In a Mensa table we can 

meet at eye level, there is no hierarchy. We are just inhabiting the same space. A ritual 
within a structured day, an orchestra of humans, food and other non-humans that are 

floating, dancing, transforming. 
Our interest is to document our acknowledgement of each other. We will 

explore the possibilities of what could be served in the mensa. We’ll offer 
food, either actual food in relation to so-called nature, or rather something 

that you have never tasted before. Something that will offer you a space 
for imagination, the possibility to speculate about possible utopias. 

Different mediums - different servings. On your plate, all of these 
things can be found. Combined ingredients turned into art, ready to 

be served. And it is tasty.
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THE CAMO HUT CLUB

Initially, camo-hut  is an elevated hunting blind made from 
the tree trunks and founded materials. This specimen of 
the small architecture reconstructed as a fictitious hybrid 
with characteristics of the children playground equipment 
on the premises of Floating e.V. had been left after its con-
struction in July as a blank vehicle of getting in touch with 
nature, unthinkable without observation of natural wonders 
around. The hut was destined for the creation of the custom 
camouflage, breaking up the common concepts of the hunt-
ing attributes into the new behavioral patterns via spatial 
mimicry of the unique biotope of Berlin. For this reason, 
the experimental meetings during the three September days 
took place with a group of young enthusiasts and Ute Lin-
denbeck, a team member of the Kids Uni. Thus, the camo 
hut club makers were not only discussing the nature and 
function of the camouflaged high seats, but also reflected 
on it via very practical means: through weaving the walls 
with the natural materials discovered on site, doing handi-
craft souvenirs and “do’s and don’ts” manual for the future 
visitors of the structure, as well as making own camouflage 
costumes so to remain invisible while observing the hut 
and other ‘bewilderment’ sessions around the hut.

Alina Biriukova is a self-trained architect and has com-
pleted in 2020 M.Sc Program in MediaArchitecture at the 
Bauhaus University in Weimar. She has taken a part as a 
guest student at the Academy of Fine Arts Leipzig, in the 
class “Space and Installation”, and currently looking for an 
architecturally related job in Berlin. She keeps drawing the 
line on the topic of working with spaces of a humble scale, 
furniture and sound design. Olya Korsun  is  a  researcher 
and  visual artist, whose practice varies from publishing, to 
photography, animation and filmmaking. In her works Olya 
focuses on the exploration and re-articulation of the rela-
tionships between human and nature, both ‘cultured’ and 
‘wild’, trying to find the ways of overcoming the existing 
gap between those two.

Special Thanks to Maria Luedecke
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CO-RE
CO–RE (Contextual Research) is a team of artists, curators 
and cultural producers, all either alumni or students of 
the masters program Art in Context at UdK Berlin. At our 
project space at Haus der Statistik, we have held a self-or-
ganized (non)seminar around the topic of statistics and the 
policies of data collection, as well as exhibitions, get-to-
gethers and talks.
Our common study in Art in Context implies a shared 
interest in examining our practices critically in relation 
to the contexts we inhabit, as well as a shared interest in 
working together, manifested in the collective activities 
already developed by CO–RE. From the 1st day of our 
meetings, we have been asking ourselves and each 
other what we wish to do and produce together 
and how we wish to work collectively. These 
questions only become bigger and more 
multifaceted over time, so that we feel 
the urge to dedicate attention to them 
and also change the topics in relation 
to different places and people we 
relate to. 

Our Free Radicals programme is 
centered around 13-21 September 
2021 and since first proposed by 
CO–RE has been developed further 
by our project group: Daniela Me-
dina Poch, Fred Becker, Jan Philip 
Barner, Luïza Luz, Min Kyung Kim, 
Redwane Jabal, Serena Abbondanza, 
Svenja Simone Schulte and Viviane Ta-
bach. 

In the context of Free Radicals, we use ecology 
as common ground of our projects, both relating to 
ecosystems in the widely understood sense as well as to the 
ecology of perception, subjectivity and social practices: 
Artistic practices, curatorial, cultural, co-learning, collec-
tive and collaborative approaches. From this, we speculate 
that everything is nature or can fit within the construct of 
it. There wouldn’t be a possibility to be outside it. There-
fore, we seek to experiment with questions and possible 
answers that could support us in developing a critical and 
inventive approach to integrate the parts we have once 
separated. We believe that using ecology as a lens connects 
the ecological situation that forms a precondition for any-
thing we are pursuing with the ecological continuity of our 
practices.

Amidst the repercussions of the unfolding broad ecological catastro-
phes, we may find ourselves asking “what are we even doing?”, also 
when looking at our own practices. Our ways of responding to this 
situation include despair, seeking pleasurable things to do, numbing, 
activism, etc. We also observe a kind of exhaustion of these topics, 
without us even being able to fully understand and embrace them in 
order to promote significant changes. What are the roles of art and 
education in this process?

The 

narrative of linear time 

has convinced us that everything is con-

stantly growing - limitless. There’s a lack of space 

to emptiness, for not knowing, for failing, for unlearning, 

changing the route, making a conscious usage of resources. In 

this same narrative, other timelines aren’t welcome. There are some 

stories that have not been told as well. In the Western understanding of 

time, space and matter, Planet Earth is a dead matter. The cosmovision 

of Planet Earth as a living organism is stuck somewhere in an unreach-

able place called the past. As did colonial history put the so-called 

indigenous peoples who take care of Earth as a living entity. When 

activating the present now, we can collect this valuable information 

as a healing tool. Learning to grow as well as to die, to let 

go, to regenerate. Becoming compost within the soil, 

turning ourselves into earth’s non linear history, 

rooted, grounded, interdependent.

3. The Leisureatory is a laboratory without labour. Instead it 

departs from leisure activities such as mini excursions, doing 

nothing, napping, singing, getting lost, or to pretend to be working. 

The approach for the Leisureatory comes forth out of critically 

questioning how – especially unpaid – labour in cultural produc-

tion feels meaningful or not, and how one wishes to spend their 

free time exactly. During the project, we explore what a Leisure-

atory can be and given the blurry boundaries between labour and 

leisure it is about trying out things and seeing how they belong to 

the sphere of work or free time. This way, we would like to include 

non-labour activities into our practices.

Sus-

tainabil-

ity is a concept 

that no longer sustains 

itself. Let’s assume we got to 

the point of not being able to find 

our roots in the world’s Earth and begin a 

new culture having honesty as the first seeded 

seed. We must activate the ancestral living 

Bibliothek of Planet Earth, return to Earth and 

learn how to listen to its timeless wisdom. It 

means cultivating a mutualistic symbiotic 

relation to its different dimensions.

1. Workshops and activities, 2. Exchange sessions, 3. Leisureatory: 

Using these three formats, we aim at both reflecting on and exper-

imenting with our practices by creating experiences for each other 

and enjoying our time together.  Some activities are open to partic-

ipation for Free Radicals and others. 

1. Workshops and activities include: Research how self-organized 

collectives work and learn; workshop-activities around listening; 

reading/reading out loud and talking about (speculative) texts; a 

walk to Haus der Statistik; a sound performance on 16th Septem-

ber.

2. Exchange sessions give space to informally talk with and learn 

from each other e.g. about different water cultures. 

It includes prepared as well as 

spontaneous inputs.
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GOOD QUESTION #2
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TIMELINE
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THANK YOU

to all the Free Radicals 

from 

Arbeitsraum

 (working title), 

Black Art Action Berlin, 

Club de Brigde, 

co.lab, 

co-re (contextual research), 

Common Ground, 

Eine Krise bekommen, 

KA1028,

Kritisches Kuratieren – 

Kleine Humboldt Galerie, 

Klasse Klima, 

memeclassworldwide, 

Panta Rhei Collaborative, 

Parallax Lab, 

SpätiSpäti, 

Tavolo normale, 

The Camo Hut Club 

and TMC (Transcultural 

Mensa Collective)
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